In this paper we present a generalization of geometric moments in scale-spaces derived from the general heat d$-fusion equation, with a particular interest for the midmar pow. As an application of those theoretical developments.
Introduction
During the last decade, multiscale image analysis has become an impoltant research domain in the image processing community. Reasons to this success may be identified as follows: first of all. multiscale image analysis is hasically a natural visual process; secondly, in the real world, a physical ohsewation always depends on the scale of measurement; finally, time-scale analysis and differential geometry provide formal tools for studying multiscale representations. The most important approaches in multiscale image analysis are performed by time-scale [4] and scale-space analyses [2] . In our paper, we use the scale-space analysis to obtain a multiscale representation and two multiscale descriptors (centroid and principal axes) of an object. We will show that they significantly improve the Euclidean moment-based registration process. The outline of this paper is as follows. First, in Section 2, we will define geometric moments in scale-spaces induced by the heat diffusion equation. In section 3, we will derive two multiscale descriptors (centroid and principal axes) from a multiscale representation of an object given by the midma1 flow [3] and finally we will compare multiscale and Euclidean registration. [8]. Iijima [9] proved that the only solution L to these constraints is the convolution of image I by aGaussian kernel: 
L(.,t*n) = I, (4) where tin is the inner time by analogy with ain the inner scale. Variables t and U are related by t = 0 2 / 2 , therefore (3) can also be expressed as follows: a,L(.,o) = uAL(:,o). ( 5 ) In fact, this equation is the natural linear diffusion process of the linear scale-space. Indeed, the metric of this space is determined-by the arc length [I] : Hence the gradient components off in this space are 00 f for spatial variables and uac f for the scale variable.
Then, the linear diffusion process can he obtained by producing an equation where the left-hand side is an application of the scale operator (2') over f and the right-hand side is two applications of the gradient operator (1') (corresponding to the Laplace-Beltrami operator) over f :
Scale-Spaces and Diffusion Processes

L, we find equation ( 5 )
In Section 2. I, we saw that the metric ofthe linear scalespace, determined by the arc length form, has supplied the natural diffusion equation in this space. This idea can he generalized. Given that'the metric on scale-spaces is known, all diffusion equations in these scale-spaces can he determined. The general form of a metric on a scale-space is given by the general arc length form [I] 
Geometric Moments in Scale-Spaces
If a diffusion equation (determined by (c,p) ) is applied to an image, it creates a multiscale representation of this im- 
Application: Multiscale Moments
The purpose of this application is to obtain multiscale moments of an object (centroid and principal axes). These moments enhance the Euclidean registration process hetween two objects which look globally similar but have different local structures.
Linear Scale-Space and Euclidean Geometric Heat Flow
Let us consider an object U E L'(R*) and its bound- In the case of the linear scale-space, it can he easily shown that centroid and principal axes ofthe multiscale representation of object U have the same components in x-and ydirections as the Euclidean centroid and principai axes of + .
0.
Moreover, although these two representations can smooth small-scale structures, they should he avoided because they lose the global shape of objects. A solution to this drawback is given by the midmax flow whose main advantage is to gradually smooth small-scale structures while preserving the global, shape. In Fig.1 , we can see that even if the Euclidean geometric heat flow smoothed small structures. it also lost the global sh,ape of the object whereas the midmax flow preserved it.
TheMidMaxFlow '
Let us consider a parametrized closed planar curve 
C ( t = 0) = Co.
(15)
where F,;,J,,,
is the speed function (see.below) and 3
is the normal to the boundary.
The evolution of this curve can be determined by level-set method [ 5 ] where the curve C is embedded as a constant 
Multiscale Centroid and Principal Axes
Centroid and Principal Axes in the Space of the . M i d M a x Flow
The multiple representation of the boundary of object U is given by family of curves C ( t ) represented by the constant level-set {4(z,y, t) = cst}.
We define the centroid CF E .F,,,jn,,,,az (space of the midmax How) of the object U by using the multiple representation of its boundary: -i
where tF = (2, y, t/tin) and dVFmi+a= represents the elementary volume of the space 3,,,;,,~,,,~~.
We also define the principal axes PDF ot the multiple rep- 
The function g, corresponds to the square root of the determinant of the metric of the midmax flow space.
Computation of the Space of the M i d M a x Flow
In practice, the midmax flow is composed by two How equations: We obtain (c, p ) by identifing equation (22) Finally, if t is choosen rather than U according to relation t = Xu2, X E R : and if we set X/2 = t:, the infinitesimal volume is
Results
In application to multiscale moments, we verify that they improve the classical Euclidean moment-based.registration in different situations with synthetic images. We realize a moment-based registration between two objects when we surimpose their centroids and we align their principal axes.
In the first situation, we consider the two following objects to register: the first one is a body with arms up (solid line Fig.2 ) and the second, the same body but with arms down (dotted line Fig.2 ) which move the centroid in the venical direction compared with the first body. We can compare the Euclidean and multiscale registrations in Fig.2 . We see that the centroid of both objects are closer to each other in space F,,,;ninlmor (Fig.Z(b) ) than in Euclidean space (Fig.Z(a) ).
In the second situation. we also consider two objects: the first'one is yet the body with arms up and the second, the samelbody with one arm up and one ann down (dotted line Fig.3 ) which rotate principal axes compared with the first body.'If we compare the Euclidean and multiscale registrations:in Fig.3 , we see that the principal axes of both objects are closer to each other in space 3min,mor (Fig.3@) ) than in Euclidean space (Fig.3(a) ).
Finally, we can say that the multiscale moment-based registration provides an enhanced alignment process, compared with the euclidean registration, because it improves the matching between similar parts of two objects. 
